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Our situation today has an interesting parallel to the time when Galileo first 
turned his telescope to the skies in the early 1600s. Detail can be seen in 
the immediate neighborhood (in his case on the surface of the moon, in 
our case on all the planets of the solar system). The dynamics (but not the 
visual detail) can be sensed for distant systems (in his case the Jovian 
system, in our case, the extrasolar planets).



Ben Oppenheimer talked yesterday about getting high-definition images of 
habitable extrasolar planets within our lifetimes. At first, that sounds rather 
far fetched, But I think it is actually a realistic, honest prediction.

High-definition images of extrasolar planets represent less of an advance 
than has been made since Galileo’s time

More astronomers are at work now, than all the astronomers of the past.

The first glimpse of Neptune
(from Galileo’s notebook)

A photograph of a crescent Neptune
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The eccentric The eccentric 
giants tend giants tend 
to be several to be several 
times more times more 
massive than massive than 
either the either the 
hot hot Jupiters Jupiters 
or the giant or the giant 
planets in planets in 
our own solar our own solar 
system.system.

Roughly 170 Planets are now known Roughly 170 Planets are now known 
(including ~20 multiple(including ~20 multiple--planet systems)planet systems)



To consider simultaneously all these causes of motion, 
and to define these motions by exact laws admitting of 
easy calculation exceeds, if I am not mistaken, the 
force of any human mind.

- Isaac Newton

QuickTime™ and a
Sorenson Video 3 decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

Animation of the dynamics of the precursor to the Upsilon Andromedae
Planetary system (Ford et al. 2004 simulation, NSF Animation)













Note: for moderate 
eccentricities, one 
can get a quick 
hassle-free 
numerical solution 
via simple iteration:

M0=E-esinE

M1=M0-esinM0

M2=M1-esinM1

etc
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QuickTime™ and a
YUV420 codec decompressor

are needed to see this picture.







A satellite with an eccentric orbit that is in synchronous rotation 
experiences Tidal Heating:

QuickTime™ and a
GIF decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

With it’s high eccentricity, HD 80606b is experiencing 
a lot
of tidal heating. If e=0.97, the fact that the planet 
exists at all would put very important constraints on 
it’s structure. That is, it would have to have a very 
hi h tid l “Q” (th t i it ld h t b
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Radial Velocity Fitting Applet

www.ucolick.org/~laugh/SystemicBeta/websystemic
.html
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The Bulirsch-Stoer method is 
implemented for the planetary 

N-body problem using:

integrator.f(on the course website)



QuickTime™ and a
Sorenson Video 3 decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

















(He offered a non-
secular solution)
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recall little r’s are 
relative to the 
primary

.





Recall λ
is the mean
longitude.
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How do resonances emerge from the disturbing function?



)



is written in
terms of orbital elements!



noncontributing

Secular terms

Resonant terms



h



Heueristically,
what is it that the 
resonant terms 
describe?











GJ 876 integrated for 100 years
(this animation is on the website)

QuickTime™ and a
YUV420 codec decompressor

are needed to see this picture.



QuickTime™ and a
YUV420 codec decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

GJ 876 integrated for 100 year

Music of the spheres?

It sounds terrible!
gj876

Ups And















QuickTime™ and a
YUV420 codec decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

HD 128311 -- 2:1 resonance. θ1 librating, θ2 circulating
(this animation is on the website)



Secular Perturbation Theory
Understanding Long-Term Interactions

– 1748- Euler develops perturbation framework
• Describes the effect of planet-planet interactions in terms of 

time-varying deviations of the orbital elements (i.e. describe 
the perturbation in terms of a disturbing function.)

– 1770’s- Lagrange and Laplace .
• Divided the disturbing function into secular and periodic terms. The 

secular “occuring over an age” terms arise from treating the planetary 
orbit as a wire of varying thickness. The periodic (including resonant) 
terms depend on the mean longitudes (the positions of the planets in 
their orbits). The periodic terms were assumed to average out over 
many orbits.

• Showed that to second order in inclination and eccentricity, the
inclinations and eccentricities of the planets vary periodically, and that 
the semi-major axes of the planets remain constant. In particular 
Jupiter and Saturn participate in a 71,000 year exchange of angular 
momentum -- the Laplace-Lagrange mode.

• This secular exchange did not explain the great inequality, however.

LagrangeLagrange LaplaceLaplace















The The laplacelaplace--lagrangelagrange theory does a pretty good theory does a pretty good 
job of describing Jupiterjob of describing Jupiter--Saturn, as well as Saturn, as well as 
many of the nonmany of the non--resonant multiresonant multi--planet planet exosystemsexosystems

Red = NRed = N--body integrationsbody integrations

Black = LaplaceBlack = Laplace--Lagrange secular theoryLagrange secular theory

47uma is librating about secular resonance47uma is librating about secular resonance

Jupiter and Saturn are circulating Jupiter and Saturn are circulating 

47 47 Uma Uma ““bb”” and and ““cc””

JupiterJupiter--SaturnSaturn



On the website is a code that computes the laplace-lagrange theory for an
arbitrary planetary system.

QuickTime™ and a
YUV420 codec decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

HD 37124



The Great Inequalilty Explained
1776: Laplace discovers the source of the Great Inequality 
as arising from the 5:2 near-resonance between Jupiter and 
Saturn.

– He showed that a previously neglected third-order term in the 
periodic portion of the disturbing function has a very small 
denominator. This term leads to a 926 year periodicity in the 
mean motions of Jupiter and Saturn. The apparent long-term 
accelerations of the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn are actually 
periodic.

– With his theory of the great inequality, Laplace was able to explain 2000 
year old Chaldean observations of Saturn. He asserted that the Solar 
System is indefinitely stable.

LaplaceLaplace

What appeared to be a What appeared to be a 
steady change in periodsteady change in period……

Is actually a ~1000 year Is actually a ~1000 year 
periodic variation.periodic variation.

SemiSemi--Major Axis of Major Axis of 
SaturnSaturn

SemiSemi--Major Axis of Major Axis of 
SaturnSaturn



““These laws which thus regulate the These laws which thus regulate the 
eccentricities and inclinations of the eccentricities and inclinations of the 
planetary orbits, combined with the planetary orbits, combined with the 
invariability of the mean distances, invariability of the mean distances, 
secure the permanence of the solar secure the permanence of the solar 
system throughout an indefinite lapse of system throughout an indefinite lapse of 
ages, and offer to us an impressive ages, and offer to us an impressive 
indication of the Supreme Intelligenceindication of the Supreme Intelligence””

--Robert Grant Robert Grant ““A History of Physical A History of Physical 
AstonomyAstonomy””, 1852 , 1852 

QuickTime™ and a
Video decompressor

are needed to see this picture.



By the late 1980By the late 1980’’s it was s it was 
established that the solar established that the solar 
system is weakly chaotic system is weakly chaotic 
(Sussman & Wisdom 1988, Laskar (Sussman & Wisdom 1988, Laskar 
1988). Much stronger chaos is 1988). Much stronger chaos is 
often present in often present in 
observationally allowed observationally allowed 
configurations of multipleconfigurations of multiple--
planet planet exoplanetary exoplanetary systems. systems. 
Dynamical integrations can be Dynamical integrations can be 
used to rule out large chunks used to rule out large chunks 
of observationally allowed of observationally allowed 
parameter space.parameter space.

chaoschaos

Fischer et al. 1999Fischer et al. 1999



Chaotic interactions between planets in multipleChaotic interactions between planets in multiple--planet systems can lead to all planet systems can lead to all 
sorts of disasters (collisions, ejections, scattering). Chaotic sorts of disasters (collisions, ejections, scattering). Chaotic evolution likely evolution likely 
plays a role in dynamically sculpting many of the systems that aplays a role in dynamically sculpting many of the systems that are observed today.re observed today.

Diagram by Lacy et al (2001), see also Ford et al (2001), Diagram by Lacy et al (2001), see also Ford et al (2001), Marzari Marzari & & 
Weidenschilling Weidenschilling (2002), (2002), Terquem Terquem & & Papaloizou Papaloizou (2002), Adams & Laughlin (2002), Adams & Laughlin 
(2003)(2003)


